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INFORMATION EDGE LIGHTS THE LAMP: FREE ENTERPRISE
GRADE OLAP FOR MYSQL 5.0

TeraSolve Standard lights the LAMP for Enterprise BI applications and is the first free
and scaleable OLAP technology in the world.

Information Edge the leading innovator of BI analytical applications is launching
TeraSolve Standard for MySQL 5.0 at the MySQL User Conference 2006. TeraSolve
Standard is a free patented OLAP technology that makes MySQL OLAP aware.

“We are excited at the emergence of the LAMP architecture and being able to provide BI
functionality within MySQL 5.0” said Paul Speers, VP of Sales and Marketing. The
LAMP stack and Version 5.0 of MySQL provides exceptional new functionality that
paves the way for larger adoption at the Enterprise level”

“Combining our unique OLAP functionality and unmatched scalability with the world’s
most popular open source database is a powerful solution for the MySQL user
community. TeraSolve is the missing link enabling an Enterprise “compete and beat”
commercial strategy against Microsoft and Oracle” said Speers.

Cont:…

TeraSolve Standard is patented technology that has many proven advantages over
traditional OLAP technology delivering:

Scalability & Speed – unmatched scalability on loading raw data volumes and
handling complexity.

Reliability & Accuracy – data is stored within MySQL and all the fault tolerant
capabilities of MySQL are retained, our patented calculation system guarantees
accuracy.

Low TCO - build one cube once, no database explosion, no pre aggregation
totally managed and administered by MySQL DBA’s

Real Time Information – All queries and calculations done in real time no batch
mode required.

“Developing our global success within Government, Transport and Telco sectors we are
recruiting SI Partners and adding global reach for our rapidly expanding service delivery
team. In the coming weeks we are embarking on an aggressive online sales & marketing
campaign against the main players, this is truly a disruptive technology” Speers adds.

######

If you would like more information about TeraSolve or this topic, or to schedule and
interview with Paul Speers at the Conference please call +44 7796 26 30 40 or email him
at paul.speers@informatioedge.com.

